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Agenda

● Define and diagnose toxic teams

● Learn to establish behavioral and accountability standards

● Interventions to move the team forward
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Challenger Outplacement 
Services

Careful assessment, best practice processes and pairing with the
appropriate coach are the keys to our success in outplacement.

• Treat Employees with Dignity and Respect

• Provide Displaced Employees with Job Search Support, Skills, Tools and
Leads

• Minimize Job Search Time

• High Quality Positions Obtained

• Enhance Your Reputation and Brand as an Organization that Takes Care of its
Employees

• Minimize Complaints and Third Party Activity
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Business & Executive Coaching

Challenger Coaching empower leaders and teams to win and to 
repeat the process as coaches themselves by
• Enhancing leadership development
• Heightening employee engagement
• Nurturing current leadership skills
• Defining and reinforcing corporate culture
• Guiding potentials up the corporate ladder
• Assisting in a corporate transition
• Addressing a leadership concern



Defining & Diagnosing
Toxic Teams
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Mindset for Success

No one is irreplaceable when destroying a team…no knowledge or skill is 
indispensable when contaminating a culture that drives away good people or 
makes it difficult for people to do their jobs

Leaders are culpable and need to specifically understand how their actions 
and/or inactions impact the engagement and productivity of a team 

Not all conflict is bad…with proper tools and guidelines it can lead to 
innovative ideas and prevent problems

Don’t do nothing…Don’t Rush In either
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Toxic Teams Defined

Emotional 
Response

Unproductive 
Assumptions

Bad Beahvior

Behavior

A toxic team 
is trapped in an 
intensifying
circle of negative 
behavior,
beliefs and emotions
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Typical Toxic Team Behaviors

• Constantly complain
• Don’t listen when others share ideas
• Discuss problems with a focus more on what can’t be done, 

rather than what can be done
• Avoid partnering with others and hate team meetings
• Love pointing out the faults and failures of others
• Make plays behind the scenes to undermine or sabotage 

the work of others
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More Ways to Recognize…

• Cite confusion as a reason for not taking action
• Often say:

• It’s not my job
• There’s nothing I can do about it
• All we can do is wait and see
• Just tell me what you want to do

• Spend valuable time crafting a compelling story detailing 
why someone else is at fault
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How Did This Happen?

• Teams don’t start as toxic, it evolves over time
• It always starts with behaviors, whether blatant and 

enraging or subtle and pass nearly unnoticed
• Everyone sees the behavior and it triggers negative 

emotions and assumptions such as:
– It’s not ok to be wrong.  Mistakes are unacceptable
– Avoid blame at all costs
– Mediocrity is safer than excellence
– All management wants is compliance, not ideas
– You win by tearing others down rather than doing good work
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The Impact on the Team

Toxic Teams don’t achieve:
• Needed results
• Timely and cost effective solutions
• High quality decisions
• Innovative ideas
• Growth through risk taking
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The Impact on the Business

• Morale suffers and people (especially top performers) quit

• Strong candidates don’t join the team (internal or external)

• Critical problems don’t get addressed as there is no safety 
to bring up tough issues

• Toxic teams infect other teams



Establishing Behavioral and 
Accountability Standards
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Whose to blame…?

…It’s not important

• Blame focusses on a negative past rather than a positive future
• Blame encourages maladaptive behavior
• Blame fails to account for the systemic nature of toxic teams
• Blame is painful

Instead of assigning blame, focus on accepting and assigning 
responsibility for new behaviors and results
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4 Steps Dealing with a Toxic 
Team

1. Find the toxic behaviors and their impact 

2. Claim and assign responsibility 

3. Choose your interventions 

4. Implement and monitor 
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Behavior Operational Impact
Leader plays favorites Top performers feel overworked

Lower performers don’t get developed
Lower performers don’t suggest ideas

All are not included in 
team 
meetings/huddles

Information isn’t shared equally
Mistakes will be made due to lack of information
Misinformation can be shared between 
departments

Members constantly 
blame others’ for 
errors/missed 
deadlines

Time wasted complaining, rather than working
Those missing deadlines aren’t developed to 
improve skills
Engagement drops

Finding Behaviors & Impact



Behavior Emotional Impact
Leader plays 
favorites 

Lower performers feel their work is not 
important
Higher performers gain a superior attitude

All are not included 
in team 
meetings/huddles

“My job isn’t important”
“Their job isn’t important”
“There’s no hope for me here”

Members constantly 
blame others’ for 
errors/missed 
deadlines

Negative feelings arise for members’, 
personally and occupationally
Gossip affects engagement in the role
Lower performers feel lost



Behavior Assumptions
Leader plays favorites You have to suck up to get ahead

The leader doesn’t care about my work
The leader lets “slackers” stay here

All are not included in 
team 
meetings/huddles

There are secrets being kept from the rest of the 
team, an “in” and “out” crowd
The leader doesn’t care about the development 
of their people

Members constantly 
blame others’ for 
errors/missed 
deadlines

Other members are holding back information that 
could help me with my job
You win here by tearing others down
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Behavior Direct Impact Indirect Impact

Leader plays 
favorites 

All are not 
included in team 
meetings/huddles

Members 
constantly blame 
others’ for 
errors/missed 
deadlines

Claim and Assign Responsibility
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Choosing the Right Intervention(s)

• Make sure it addresses behavior, not emotions or 
assumptions

• They must be forceful, visible breaks from the past

• People need  to see the better future, not the bad past
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Some Examples

For Individuals For the Whole Team

Private, crucial conversations about 
expected behaviors

Hold an offsite to develop a team charter 
and social contract for behavior

Hire a coach to help with a behavioral or 
leadership issue

Work with the team to define team values

Hire a coach to help you mentor people 
on these issues

Establish formal, written ground rules for 
acceptable behaviors

Give the leader training or ideas for team 
development

Hold progress reviews and feedback

Learn conflict/problem solving skills



Trust one another

Engage in unfiltered conflict around ideas

Commit to decisions
and plans of action

Hold each other
accountable for 
delivering the plan

Focus on 
collective 
results

HIGH PERFORMING TEAMS
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Step One – Building Trust

 Trust is the foundation of teamwork

 On a team, trust is about vulnerability

 Building trust takes time, but the process can be accelerated

 Like a good relationship, trust must be maintained over time
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Discussion
What’s Best For You?

 Something about you other’s likely wouldn’t know

 What is the best way to challenge you?

 Describe the type of support you need from colleagues

 What is the best approach for communicating with you?
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The Mantra of Accountability and Trust

A personal choice to rise above one’s 
circumstances and demonstrate the ownership 

necessary for achieving desired results
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Questions

Tom Smith
Executive Coach

Challenger Business & Executive Coaching
tomsmith@challengercoach.com

630/479-2905

mailto:tomsmith@challengercoach.com
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